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3. Uniform Development Framed, 
Implemented and Challenged

Introduction

During the 1950s uncertainty was replaced by a well-defined strategy to make 
development happen. The most important consequence of colonial development 
policy over the decade was a substantial expansion of smallholder agriculture and 
commercialised consumption by households. The change from the uncertainty 
of the immediate postwar years occurred through an enlarged, better resourced 
administration following a policy direction which came to be known as uniform 
or even development.

Uniform development built upon the policy priorities established during and 
immediately after World War II, discussed in the previous chapters. While the 
language of development policy changed, to the extent that the terms ‘positive 
Australianism’ and ‘the paramountcy of native interests’ largely disappeared 
from official discourse, the central elements of each remained influential. Making 
development occur, rather than letting it happen spontaneously, remained the 
central premise of official policy. Neither the December 1949 defeat of the Labor 
Government nor a decade of Liberal-Country Party governments resulted in 
the shift against ‘native interests’ anticipated by some. Instead the important 
changes which occurred during the 1950s expressed considerable continuity in 
the idea of development which informed Australian policy for PNG.

The first section of this chapter shows how even as a major political change 
occurred in Australia, there was no break in the previous emphasis upon the 
importance of state action for intentional development. The principal focus of 
government plans did not change either. Emphasis continued to be placed upon 
increased production and consumption by indigenous households attached to 
rural smallholdings.

The second section of this chapter considers how, during the 1950s, intentional 
development was defined as even or uniform development. While I have been 
unable to find a specific document which sets out what was intended as uniform or 
even development, nevertheless the policy position which became synonymous 
with Minister Hasluck’s period in office evolved during the early to mid-
1950s.1 This evolution corresponds to the unity of idea and process, discussed 

1 See also Downs The Australian Trusteeship pp. 126–163, ch.7 ‘Achieving uniform development’.
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in the Introduction and Chapter One, by which the idea of development was 
formed, reshaped and attached to colonial policy. The policy had three inter-
connected policy pillars. The first emphasised measures to encourage greater 
homogeneity among the indigenous population. The second focused upon the 
comprehensiveness of administrative action throughout the colony, particularly 
coordinating and supervising smallholder agriculture using household labour 
processes to increase production. An instance among many of the priorities of 
the Minister appears in a File Note of June 1954 on food supplies in which 
Hasluck stated:

In communicating the decision please stress again that the advancement 
of native agriculture—for local food supply and improved land use in 
village gardens, as well as for economic production of crops for sale—
has a high priority in Government policy for the Territory.2

Thirdly, linked with the first two, administrative effort was to be applied to 
all regions and populations to check inequalities between and within areas of 
the country, rather than concentrating state resources upon smallholders in the 
most advanced areas. Even development also meant continuing barriers against 
international firms and expatriate enterprises, as during the initial postwar 
period, and checking the advance of an indigenous capitalist class which had 
already emerged in some parts of the colony.

The final section of the chapter shows how while even development was highly 
successful in expanding smallholder production, by the mid-1950s the colonial 
government was concerned that the pace of growth had slowed. Considerable 
thought was given to the problem of achieving further increases in the rate of 
growth while maintaining the emphasis upon colony-wide uniformity, rather 
than encouraging greater unevenness which was becoming apparent in the most 
successful export crop growing areas of the colony. Increased revenues plus 
reforms to the administration which included further expansion in the number 
of agricultural extension officers were directed at plans and projects designed to 
raise output of locally consumed as well as internationally marketed produce. 
The decade ended with the Administration still determined to maintain the 
primacy of smallholder agriculture.

Change Within Continuity

Some thought the electoral defeat of the Ben Chifley-led Labor Party Government 
in 1949, and the victory of the Liberal-Country Party coalition would pave the 
way for a major shift in thinking about development in PNG. There were hopes 

2 NAA: M1776/1 vol. 5 Minister for Territories Instructions to Department 1/1/1954 to 30/6/1954
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as well as fears that the new Minister for External Territories, the Liberal Percy 
Spender, would support a change from ‘socialism’ toward ‘free enterprise’. The 
Planters’ Association in the colony sent a congratulatory cable to PC (Percy) 
Spender, who became Minister for External Territories and Minister for External 
Affairs, which urged him to make an ‘early visit to Territory to gain first hand 
information difficult problems confronting planters due former Government’s 
negative policy’.3 In particular, it was anticipated that in order to take advantage 
of worldwide food shortages, the Minister would encourage more favourable 
treatment of the demands arising in the colony, Australia and the UK for a major 
expansion of large holdings.

During his only visit to PNG in early 1950 and in a subsequent statement 
to parliament, as well as in a substantial policy document prepared in the 
Department, Spender disappointed those hoping for a major shift.4 He continued 
to emphasise two principal interlocking objectives. The first was improved 
indigenous welfare and the second, development of the colony’s resources. 
Spender maintained the connection which had appeared in the first years after 
the war between resource development and making the colony self-supporting. 
The latter would, in the Minister’s view, include the ability ‘to supply the needs 
of Australia and the world generally with the valuable commodities that the 
Territories are capable of producing’. Spender also accepted the established 
view that the size of the available labour force was a limiting factor. His position, 
that the colonial administration should be given a major role in securing ‘a 
generally improved standard of living for the native peoples’, was also in line 
with previous thought about how to give effect to ‘positive Australianism’.5

Like Ward, Spender held responsibility for another, more substantial ministerial 
post. While Ward had been Minister for Transport as well as Minister for 
External Territories, Spender held the latter office and that of Minister for 
External Affairs. Each Minister only visited PNG once, whereas Hasluck became 
a frequent visitor, who would have travelled to the colony more often had 
parliamentary and other official responsibilities not prevented him from doing 
so. During a visit of Administrator Murray to Sydney, Spender finalised some 
30 submissions which had been awaiting decisions, although he contributed 
little new or original about development.6 Futhermore, before leaving the 
Menzies Government in April 1951, Spender did not manage to make his 
substantially enlarged Department noticeably more effective in determining 

3 Downs The Australian Trusteeship p. 69 
4 Cf. Administrator Colonel Murray ‘In Retrospect’ p. 179; Downs The Australian Trusteeship p. 70.
5 Cf. NAA: A518/1 I927/1 Development of the Territories. Organisational. Minister’s Policy Speech, June 1950 
‘Australia’s Policy in Relation to External Territories’ p. 2 for quotations in this paragraph; PC Spender Politics 
and a Man (Sydney: Collins, 1972) pp. 271–279.
6 Murray ‘In Retrospect’ p. 178
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how development could occur.7 Spender’s main contribution, however, was 
to emphasise the importance of an instrumental role for private capital, as a 
means of obtaining additional resources to supplement those provided by the 
Australian Government so that indigenous welfare goals could be pursued more 
effectively.8

A New Minister—Hasluck Takes Office

After a one month interregnum, from April until May 1951 while (Sir) 
Richard Casey also occupied both the ministerial positions of External Affairs 
and External Territories, Hasluck was appointed Minister for Territories. 
Simultaneously, the department was revamped from the previous External 
Territories, to include responsibility for both internal (the Northern Territory 
and the Australian Capital Territory) and external territories. Hasluck remained 
in the position until December 1963, and held no other ministerial duties as part 
of his permanent portfolio.

Hasluck came to office with extensive experience at the international political-
administrative level, including as a participant at major meetings on postwar 
development. His employment in the Department of External Affairs between 
1941 and 1947 working on the formation of the United Nations and in particular 
the trusteeship protocols,9 had prepared him far better than either Ward or 
Spender for the task of colonial minister. Hasluck’s intellectual heritage included 
knowledge of, as well as admiration for, the English radical Tory objections to 
the destructive effects of early industrialisation upon rural life.10 As a person 
who came to maturity in the early twentieth century, Hasluck was an Australian 
liberal who did not believe in laissez faire but in a positive role for the state and 
the importance of trusteeship, along the lines advocated by earlier Australian 
liberals (see Chapter One). He was also sympathetic toward indigenous 
Australians whose impoverished condition he regarded as a consequence of 
European settlement.11

Hasluck concluded that the destruction of indigenous life was so complete in 
Australia that ‘today there is nothing that can be recognised as a homogeneous 

7 Downs The Australian Trusteeship pp. 83–84
8 Cf. NAA: A518/1 I927/1 ‘Australia’s Policy in Relation to External Territories’ p. 3; NAA: M335/1 2 
Australia in New Guinea. The Post-War Task. A Paper prepared in the Department of Territories During the 
Term of Office of the Hon. P Spender p. 9. The document is dated October 1951, six months after Spender left 
office, but was prepared during late 1950 and early 1951. The paper had an earlier title ‘Australia’s Bastion. 
The Post-War Task in Papua and New Guinea’ which disappeared in the process of final preparation. 
9 Murray ‘In Retrospect’ p. 178–179 states ‘I have often wondered whether he (Hasluck) devised the 
Trusteeship provisions’. Louis Imperialism at Bay pts iii and iv provides a more substantial account.
10 MacWilliam ‘Liberalism and the End of Development’ p. 90
11 Paul Hasluck Black Australians. A Survey of Native Policy in Western Australia, 1829–1897 (Melbourne 
University Press, 1942)
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and integrated aboriginal society’.12 As the Minister whose Department also held 
responsibility for the Northern Territory where substantial numbers of indigenes 
lived, European responsibility for this condition and National Government 
obligations for its amelioration was thought best resolved by assimilation of 
the indigenous population. For Hasluck, assimilation meant incorporation into 
what he construed as the mainstream of Australian life, primarily through 
becoming wage workers. He advocated a specific form of positive state agency—
development through assimilation—to overcome the deleterious consequences 
of capitalism’s advance in Western Australia, about which he had researched 
and written, and the Northern Territory, for which he now held ministerial 
responsibility.

Hasluck drew a separate conclusion about what was required for development 
in PNG, as MacWilliam noted:

Assimilation required trusteeship, where the indigenous population 
were in the minority, as in Australia, just as the paramountcy of native 
interests required trusteeship where the indigenous population were in 
the majority, as in Papua New Guinea.13

If the overall premises of international trusteeship were known to Hasluck, he had no 
direct experience of, or much knowledge about, PNG before taking ministerial office. 
At the beginning of his tenure, these lacunae pushed him to temporarily accept 
existing policy.14 The secretary of the newly constructed combined Department, 
CR Lambert, who was appointed soon after Hasluck became Minister, also lacked 
knowledge of PNG. However as already noted in Chapter One, Lambert was 
another senior Australian official with a predilection for agrarian development 
as an appropriate response to the effects of the 1930s Depression and in postwar 
conditions.

Two months after being sworn in, and accompanied by Lambert, Hasluck 
made his first visit to PNG. Experiences on the trip reinforced some of his 
predilections, including the strong anti-British colonial bias he shared with 
Ward. As he subsequently recorded:

although I trotted around the Territory on my best behaviour and trying 
to smile like an innocent friend, I came away from that first trip revolted 
at the imitation of British colonial modes and manners by some of the 
Australians who were there to serve the Australian government.15

12 Hasluck ‘Some Problems of Assimilation’ Address to Section F of ANZAAS, 34th Congress, Perth, 1959, p. 1
13 MacWilliam ‘Liberalism and the End of Development’ p. 91
14 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 25
15 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 14 
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The combination of his political views, and what he as Minister encountered on 
the initial tour of PNG, greatly influenced several of the immediate political and 
administrative changes Hasluck made. The first involved terminating Murray’s 
tenure as Administrator, the need for which had been previously flagged by 
Spender. Murray was replaced by DM (later Sir Donald) Cleland. Hasluck 
also returned to Australia convinced of the importance of obtaining increased 
funding for PNG from the Commonwealth. The removal of Murray produced 
some personal bitterness, and allegations that the former Administrator’s 
departure represented a continuation of the shift toward ‘private enterprise’ 
begun by Spender.16

For the remainder of his term in office, Hasluck’s thoughts about what 
development should constitute for PNG changed little. The changes that did 
occur in his thinking were largely refinements of policy within the parameters 
laid down by the Australian adoption and adaptation of international 
trusteeship, discussed in Chapter One. In 1952, he enunciated what would 
remain his understanding of the relationship between Australia and PNG, as one 
of ‘guardianship’. The emphasis upon guardianship is particularly important in 
the light of subsequent attempts by others to suggest the need for a partnership 
between Papua New Guineans and Australians. The significance arises partly 
because for Hasluck a principal task of the colonial government’s trusteeship 
was to act as guardians. Guardianship included containing the ambitions of 
expatriates, particularly those who sought to acquire more large holding land 
and an important place in the colony’s political economy as partners with the 
ascending class of indigenous capitalists.17

Hasluck distanced himself from two features of the policy position he had 
inherited, the emphasis upon ‘planning’ and ‘private enterprise’.18 He cancelled 
the intended distribution of the policy paper prepared at Spender’s direction 
which mirrored the latter’s June 1950 statement to parliament.19 Of more 
immediate consequence for bringing development were the steps taken by 
Hasluck to counter the political tendencies and administrative indecisiveness 
which had arisen, even flourished during Murray’s term as Administrator. 
Important political-administrative changes were required, as well as better 
defining and shaping the policy needed to bring development. However 
Hasluck’s initial efforts to gain more financial and personnel support for the 

16 Wright State Practice pp. 222–228 canvasses the alternative interpretations given for Murray’s departure.
17 Hasluck A Policy for New Guinea Address by the Minister for Territories to the William McGregor Club, 
Sydney, 20 November 1951; also cited in South Pacific Jan-Feb 1952, vol. 5, no. 11, p. 225; and in Hawksley 
Administrative Colonialism p. 418; cf. Downs The Australian Trusteeship p. 165.
18 Administrator Murray’s enthusiasm for overall planning is evidenced in numerous files and documents: 
see NAA: A518/1 K927/1 Development Papua and New Guinea. Administration’s Seven Year Plan for 
Development 2/10/50 JK Murray Administrator to Secretary, Department of External Territories ‘Plans for the 
Development of the Territory’; cf. Hasluck A Time for Building p. 128.
19 NAA: M335/1 no. 2 Australia in New Guinea
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colonial administration illustrates how his thought about the importance of the 
colonial state’s role in making development happen was akin to Murray’s view. 
The two men also approached the matter of indigenous political representation 
in a similar manner. Their approach to state coordination and supervision, as 
well as the political advance by Papua New Guineans is now examined.

Prior to Hasluck taking office there had already been an increase in funding 
allocated for the colony, which by 1950–51 was over AU£A8.7 million, compared 
to only AU£90,000 in 1939–45.20 Even this increase was regarded as unsatisfactory 
by Murray, who pressed for the establishment of a Territory Development Fund 
of AU£100 million, to be expended over ten years and supplementary to annual 
budget commitments. Inspired by the United Kingdom example of a UK£120 
million colonial welfare and development fund, Murray received support in 
Australia from the Minister, Spender, and the Secretary of External Territories, 
Halligan. The request for a major funding increase was justified in terms of 
PNG’s defence purpose for Australia, international trusteeship obligations and 
the inability to fund development from local resources.

The Commonwealth Treasury, supported by the Prime Minister’s Department, 
opposed the proposal, stressing financial stringency, the difficulty of managing 
such a large fund, and political accountability matters, including the 
inadvisability of a government committing its successors in advance. Instead 
Treasury insisted that the existing budgeting terms of three years maximum 
should be maintained.21 Murray subsequently noted that in 1951–52 the grant-
in-aid rose to AU£10.5 million, up about 20 per cent on the previous year’s 
amount.22

In December 1951, Hasluck persisted with Murray’s proposal which was for the 
establishment of a Territories Development Fund of AU£100 million to become 
available at the rate of AU£20 million a year over five years. He also arranged for 
his Parliamentary Under-Secretary to visit the Colonial Office in October 1952 
to ascertain whether the Colonial Development and Welfare Fund for British 
colonies would be a suitable model for Australia to adopt for its territories. As 
Hasluck subsequently explained:

I took it for granted that, for a generation or so, services, utilities, 
amenities and the whole economic infrastructure would have to be 
provided by Australia and not from the earnings of the Territory itself. 

20 Murray ‘In Retrospect’ p. 206 states, regarding this increase, that it represented ‘[t]he change from 
rhetoric to intent beyond question’.
21 See NAA: A518/1 J927/1 Development of the Territories. Organisational. Development Programme; A518/1 
K927/1 Development Papua and New Guinea; A518/1 L927/1 Financial methods of encouraging development—
Territories—General; see also newspaper coverage in The News (Adelaide) 26 August 1950; The Daily Telegraph 
(Sydney) 24 August 1950; The Herald (Melbourne) 26 August 1950. 
22 Murray ‘In Retrospect’ p. 180
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Perhaps eventually the Territory would be able to service the long-
term debts for such necessities, but even that would require Australian 
support.23

Hasluck’s reasoning followed that of Murray’s, in particular that the criteria 
which operated in Australia should not be applied to funding development for 
PNG.24 Nevertheless the outcome remained the same: no major development 
fund was established. For the remainder of his term as Minister, Hasluck had 
to operate with the relatively short-term annual and triennial budgetary cycles, 
as applied to other Australian Government ministers and departments. The 
Minister’s subsequent success can be measured by the fact that, despite this 
restricted process of obtaining funding for development, Australian grants-in-
aid continued to increase. By 1963, when Hasluck left office, AU£40 million, 
approximately two-thirds of total Administration expenditure was paid out 
of Australian-raised revenue. Of the funds raised internally, import duties 
provided the largest component, while less than one-third came from income 
and company taxes.25

Murray and Hasluck also agreed that political development required direct 
representation by indigenes in a reformed colonial state. The legal basis for the 
Legislative Council was established before Hasluck came to office, by the 1949 
Papua and New Guinea Act. The Legislative Council’s 29 members included 
the Administrator’s representative, the Assistant Administrator as Council 
President, 16 officers from the Administration, and nine non-official members 
to be nominated by the Administrator. The principal purpose, to continue 
Administration dominance of the legislative process and marginalise expatriate 
settler representatives, was transparent. Of the nine non-official members, there 
were three expatriates representing Christian missions, three commerce, mining 
and plantation representatives and three indigenes from Papua, the New Guinea 
mainland and New Guinea islands. Three non-officials elected by expatriate 
voters rounded off the Council’s membership.26

Nothing had been done about appointing members of the Council or holding 
elections before Hasluck became Minister. In mid-1951, Hasluck urged the 
Department and Administration to give priority to establishing the Council’s 

23 Hasluck A Time for Building pp. 11–12; Wright State Practice p. 215
24 NAA: M1776/1 vol. 1 Minister for Territories 11/12/51 Minister to Secretary ‘Future Development of 
Territories’ p. 2; Hasluck A Time for Building p. 129; see also NAA: M338/1 1 Visit Papua and New Guinea 26th 
July to 8th August, 1951 26/7/51, Copies of ABC News Broadcasts, Interview with Minister.
25 Downs The Australian Trusteeship Table 6.2, pp. 122–123. For the long battle from 1957 which surrounded 
the introduction of personal (head tax) and then income tax, see Downs The Australian Trusteeship pp. 138–
147, 186–195 and Hasluck A Time for Building pp. 258–265.
26 Cf. the claim made by Yash P Ghai and Anthony J Regan The Law, Politics and Administration of 
Decentralisation in Papua New Guinea Monograph no. 30 (Boroko: The National Research Institute, 1992) p. 7: 
‘A legislative council was set up in 1951, but it was dominated by the administrators and expatriate interests’. 
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membership and setting an inauguration date. When the membership and 
the date of late 1951 were announced, a storm of criticism broke.27 The South 
Pacific Post, which frequently espoused the expatriate settler version of colonial 
nationalism, immediately claimed that it:

was the Eddie Ward clique that slipped into the Act the most 
objectionable provision that out of a Council of 29 members only three 
would be elected by the general public.28

As the editorial made clear, general public was a synonym for expatriate ‘private 
enterprise’. Apart from the insufficient ‘private enterprise’ representation, the 
Planters’ Association of New Guinea, based in Rabaul, also objected to the 
presence of three nominated indigenes.29

The Minister shrugged off the objections. He was supported by the Chairman 
of the London Missionary Society in Papua, who hoped that this Council was a 
first step toward a more representative structure for which indigenes could elect 
representatives on a District basis.30 Hasluck pointed out that the composition 
was specified under the 1949 Act and before seeking an amendment, it should 
be given ‘a trial in its present form’.31

Formulating and Applying Uniform Development

Countering Separatism, Centralising Power and 
Strengthening Administration

Apart from reinforcing his anti-colonialism, Hasluck left the colony after his 
first visit in mid-1951 with serious doubts about the local administration’s 
capacity to bring about development, despite the considerable changes which 
had occurred already. In 1949, while the legal distinction remained between 
Papua as an Australian colony and New Guinea as a UN Trust Territory, from 1 
July 1949, the Territory of Papua and New Guinea was administered under the 
Papua and New Guinea Act. Under the Act, the Administrator was the senior 
official in the Administration, who acted with the advice of the Executive 
Council of nine members. The nine were an acting Government Secretary and the 
Secretary, acting Secretary, Director, or acting Director, for eight departments 

27 South Pacific Post 27 July 1951
28 South Pacific Post 3 August 1951
29 South Pacific Post 3 August 1951
30 South Pacific Post 3 August 1951
31 See NAA: M338/1 1 Visit Papua and New Guinea 6/8/51 Radio summary of talk between Minister and 
members of Wau Advisory Council. For Hasluck’s version of the discussion that took place with Murray over 
the appointments; see Hasluck A Time for Building pp. 40–44.
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(Planning and Development, Public Health, Education, Agriculture, Stock and 
Fisheries, Native Labour, Treasury, Lands, Surveys and Mines, and Forests). 
As well there were 11 Committees, Boards, and a Rural Production Advisory 
Council. Ten departments and seven branches were also established for a public 
service which had 1,272 personnel.32 Some of the Minister’s doubt arose from 
the level of funding available to sustain intended activities. The numbers and 
abilities of the personnel available for the Department of Territories and the PNG 
Administration also caused concern for the Minister.

Murray epitomised an even more serious problem for Hasluck, much deeper than 
simply a clash of personalities or the fact that Murray was not, in the view of Spender 
and Hasluck, a particularly good administrator. On his first visit, Hasluck had noted 
‘an underlying spirit of separatism and perhaps in some cases, of resentment against 
Australia’33 which was ‘also apparent’ in Murray who had ‘developed an argument 
[presented when Hasluck visited PNG in July 1951: SM] for self-government which 
meant government by himself and his staff, who were to be left free to do good as they 
saw it’.34 Murray had developed a ‘reticence’ toward involvement by the Minister and 
Department in the administration of PNG. According to Hasluck, Murray ‘regarded 
the rule of the Territory as a matter for him and not for the Minister to handle’.35 If, 
as Hasluck had deduced, separatism and resentment were more widely held than 
simply by the Administrator, his removal and replacement would not overcome the 
deeper problem of how to define and impose colonial authority along the lines the 
Minister determined were necessary to satisfy international trusteeship conditions.

Hasluck’s first steps involved the appointment of a like-minded Lambert as 
Department Secretary and Cleland as Administrator who had the additional 
advantage of substantial personal experience in PNG. From 1943 until 1945, 
Cleland had been effectively Chief of Staff of the ANGAU, the military 
administration of those parts of PNG not under Japanese control. Cleland 
had also been Chairman of the Production Control Board. Upon returning to 
Australia after the war, he again became active in conservative politics. He was 
appointed Director of the Federal Secretariat of the Liberal Party and played an 
active role in building the party machine, which was important for the 1949 
campaign that resulted in the Liberal Party becoming the major partner in the 
governing coalition.36 Cleland was a Western Australian, where Hasluck had 
won a federal parliamentary seat.

32 NAA: A518/1 H927/1 Development of the Territories; see also David M Fenbury Practice without Policy: 
genesis of local government in Papua New Guinea Monograph no. 13, 2nd edn (Canberra: Development Studies 
Centre, ANU, 1980) pp. 8–59.
33 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 14
34 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 15
35 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 15–16 
36 HN Nelson ‘Cleland, Sir Donald Mackinnon (1901–1975)’ Australian Dictionary of Biography vol. 13 
(Melbourne University Press, 1993) pp. 440–441, retreived 18 September 2012 <http://www.adb.online.anu.
edu.au/biogs/A130486b.htm>
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Cleland, who had been Assistant Administrator since early 1951, and then 
Acting Administrator in June 1952 when Murray left, became Administrator 
in early 1953. Hasluck emphasised that this appointment did not represent a 
change of policy, which was ‘to protect and advance the welfare of the natives’.37 
Until 1963, the triumvirate of Hasluck, Lambert and Cleland formed a powerful 
bloc at the head of the colonial administration.38

In order to ensure that the authority he intended to impose upon the Department 
and Administration had the appropriate basis in law, Hasluck also obtained 
advice about the constitutional-legal relationship between Australia and the 
colonial territory(ies). This advice supported Hasluck’s view that the Minister, 
under delegation from the Governor-General, held ultimate authority over the 
Department, the Administrator and Administration in PNG. It also confirmed 
Hasluck’s opinion that Murray held an erroneous view on the constitutional 
status of the Administrator, who, according to Hasluck, wanted to receive 
‘Instructions’ from the Governor-General rather than directions from the 
Minister and Department.39

A change originally proposed in October 1950 regarding the structure of the 
Administration provided another early indication of Hasluck’s determination 
to assert control. Before he became Minister, two positions as Deputy 
Administrator had been advertised publicly but were not filled. Instead, the role 
of Government Secretary was strengthened and one Assistant Administrator, 
Cleland, appointed and based in Port Moresby while Murray’s own position was 
considered further.

Between Cleland’s appointment as Assistant Administrator and Murray’s 
departure, a request was made by a representative of European planter and 
commercial interests that the Assistant Administrator should be located in 
Rabaul, the centre of expatriate settler political activism. Hasluck rejected 
this proposal. In response to the demands for a degree of decentralisation, 
the Minister offered ‘devolution of responsibility to the District Offices, and 
a raising of the status and responsibilities of the District Commissioners’.40 As 
will be shown below, even the elevation of District Commissioners (DCs) quickly 
resulted in consequences which had to be checked. Nor was it the last time 
that the Minister rebuffed attempts to locate key officials where they could be 
subjected more easily to the demands of expatriates resident and commercially 
active in the colony.41

37 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 52
38 Hasluck A Time for Building pp. 53–57; Sir Donald Cleland ‘An Administrator Reflects’ in Inglis (ed.) The 
History of Melanesia pp. 209–228
39 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 16
40 Hasluck A Time for Building pp. 23–25; see also NAA: M338/1 17 Notes for Minister’s Visit to Papua 
and New Guinea May–June 1958 9/2/52, Hasluck to WR Paul, General Secretary, Planters Association of New 
Guinea, rejecting the suggestion made in a letter of 23/1/52. 
41 NAA: M338/1 17 Notes for Minister’s Visit, see letter from 28/4/58 TM Wilton, President Rabaul Chamber 
of Commerce to Administrator. 
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Strengthening Ministerial authority gave the Australian Government, as trustee 
for New Guinea under the United Nations, greater capacity to fend off criticisms 
of its rule made in that forum. These criticisms were invariably along the lines 
that expatriate interests were being favoured and insufficient attention and 
resources were being committed to improving indigenous welfare.42 At the same 
time, the Minister saw strengthening the local administration as a major priority, 
a priority which was maintained during his term of office, even as skilled labour 
shortages continued to plague efforts to improve standards.43

Another reason for strengthening administrative capacity in Australia and 
PNG arose from Hasluck’s view of policy and policy formulation. The Minister 
wanted the colonial administration, in Canberra and PNG, to be active in further 
policy development. Policy to Hasluck was inseparable from administration.44 
Due to this close connection, the Minister believed that policy formulation was 
something engaged in by all officials of the Department and by extension of the 
colonial administration in PNG. As Hasluck stated:

“Policy development” is something that takes place as the result of a 
succession of acts performed by a wide range of people. Policy is built 
up by a number of decisions taking place over a period of time on a 
number of submissions, and the development of policy is not a job 
which can be confided to any one person or group of persons. I think 
one of the most dangerous and improper tendencies that is growing up 
in the Commonwealth Public service is this idea that certain officers 
established in certain positions have a job of developing a policy. I want 
the contribution to policy to come from the activities of every officer in 
the Dept and the process to be a continuous one at all levels.45

This was not a populist view of policy formulation, where Jack is as good as 
his master. A prodigious worker and reader of correspondence, Hasluck was 
ever alert for officials in Canberra or PNG, who whether by personal inclination 
or as a result of immediate experience strayed from the main premises of his 
development policy. If all officials were to be involved in policy formulation, 
Hasluck had to have the capacity to initiate changes and adjudicate conflicts 
about policy and its implementation. Thus, despite his often fulsome praise 
of officials including Cleland,46 Minister Hasluck invariably admonished the 

42 NAA: M338/1 1 Visit Papua and New Guinea 6/8/51; WE Tomasetti Australia and the United Nations: New 
Guinea Trusteeship Issues from 1946–1966 New Guinea Research Bulletin no. 36 (Port Moresby and Canberra: 
New Guinea Research Unit, ANU, July 1970) 
43 Hasluck A Time for Building pp. 59–76, esp. ch. 7 ‘The Bid for Funds and Staff’; Downs The Australian 
Trusteeship pp. 108–125, ch. 6 ‘Building a more effective administration’; Porter Paul Hasluck pp. 125–132
44 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 23 
45 NAA: M1776/1 vol. 1 Minister for Territories 11/12/51 Hasluck to Secretary of Department ‘Proposed 
Staff re-organisation of the Department of Territories’
46 Hasluck A Time for Building pp. 53–55
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Administrator as well as subordinate officials for proposing policy which did 
not follow what he regarded as basic premises. In particular, Hasluck was well 
aware that certain officials were more disposed to encourage private enterprise 
and respond to expatriate demands than he was. All activities undertaken by the 
colonial administration were assessed according to whether, in Hasluck’s view, 
they helped to maintain household attachment to smallholdings at improved 
standards of living.

However on occasion Hasluck too contributed to uncertainty about the place 
of large holdings by seeming to adopt an instrumental approach similar to 
Spender’s. A report of an April 1952 press statement by the Minister, which 
while stressing the importance of village agriculture, also pointed out that:

it could not alone meet all the opportunities for agricultural development 
…. I was looking both to the individual settler and to the big plantation 
companies for a substantial contribution of capital, enterprise and effort 
to promote tea, rubber, fibre crops, coffee, cocoa and rice.47

Within two years the Minister would be forced to face the consequences of 
this seeming ambiguity and decisively resolve development policy in favour of 
smallholder primacy (discussed further below).

One instance among several involving disagreements between Hasluck and his 
senior officials was the major road building program which commenced soon 
after the Minister took office and which played a major part in empolying 
indigenous labour. Speaking in the late 1960s about roads built from late 1952 
in the Highlands utilising state funds, Cleland claimed:

That was the start of the real development of the Highlands …. These 
roads were not so much for administrative purposes, but more so to 
open up the country for development by private enterprise.48

Subsequently, against Cleland’s version, Hasluck asserted that the initiative to 
upgrade existing tracks into roads and highways arose out of a conversation 
between Cleland and himself, as a consequence of failed efforts to get any support 
in Cabinet for ‘our own loan works programme’.49 The Minister claimed that: 
‘[T]he upshot was a ministerial direction that each district commissioner was to 
be instructed to encourage and direct the building of roads in his district’.50 By 
Hasluck’s account, the Highlands roads were part of a wider program promoting 
even or uniform development for the entire colony using local labour and 
serving a different purpose from that specified by Cleland. As Hasluck stated:

47 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 136 
48 Cleland ‘An Administrator reflects’ p. 223
49 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 147
50 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 148
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These roads are being built with amazing cheapness and speed because 
of the help of the natives. Their purpose is chiefly administrative and 
they are developmental roads only in the senses that they provide 
access.51

Hasluck also saw the potential for clashes between villagers, who regarded 
the roads as ‘their roads’ and ‘Europeans [planters and traders] who had done 
nothing to build the roads [and] started to cut them up with vehicles carrying 
commercial loads’.52

Administrative reform and centralising power in the Minister was intended to 
strengthen Hasluck’s capacity to rule over the Department in Canberra and the 
Administration in PNG, even as each was strengthened. He also wanted to build 
up the capacity of the Administration so it could check the inherent advantages 
of a department located in Canberra, the capital and administrative centre of 
Australian Government. He resisted attempts to integrate the Administration 
with the Department, taking what he regarded as ‘perhaps … [a] too classical 
… approach to the structure of government’,53 that is insisting on the separate 
legal-constitutional entities under different acts of the Australian parliament. 
This separation, and the constitutional requirement that both the Department 
and the Administration in PNG reported to and took instruction from the 
Minister, placed Hasluck in an especially powerful position.

Nothing exemplifies the strength of the Minister’s position more than how 
during the early 1950s, elements of the previous idea of development were taken 
and reformed into government policy. The account now turns to the detailed 
policy position, uniform or even development, which more than anything else 
came to define colonial development in the 1950s.

Taking Advice

Despite Hasluck’s dominance, it is important to recognise that the process by 
which policy was formulated, as well as its direction, involved more than the 
views of the Minister. In the case of the role of local native councils or local 
government councils, a senior Administration official in PNG, David Fienberg 
was important (see below). Without much personal knowledge of PNG, the 
Minister also sought advice from others, including academics at the recently 
established ANU. In 1951 and 1953, the Department of Territories was provided 

51 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 150; Dame Rachel Cleland Pathways to Independence; Stories of Official & 
Family Life in Papua New Guinea from 1951–1975 (Cottesloe: self-published, 1985) pp. 68–69 
52 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 149; cf. Downs The Australian Trusteeship pp. 181–184; Downs The Last 
Mountain: A Life in Papua New Guinea (St Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 1986) pp. 230–251, ch. 14 
‘The High Road’
53 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 55
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with two documents prepared by senior ANU academics. In October–November 
1951, Notes on New Guinea was written by Oscar Spate, Jim Davidson and 
Raymond Firth, an economic geographer, historian and economic anthropologist 
respectively, after a three week visit to the colony.54 The Notes set out many of 
the themes followed in the later Report of a Working Committee of the ANU, 
prepared by Spate, anthropologist Cyril Belshaw and economist Trevor Swan.55

In the Notes, Spate dismissed the prospect of any substantial expansion of 
‘economic soldier settlement’, in case it led to a ‘poor white problem’, and 
dismissed ‘White Melanesia [as] a pipe dream’.56 Spate and Firth both noted the 
extent of the growth of indigenous agricultural production, and its unevenness, 
just six years after the war ended. While Spate pointed to a specific instance 
of a Tolai cocoa grower with 4,500 trees planted, Firth indicated that ‘[t]he 
native entrepreneur-capitalist is beginning to be a recognisable figure’.57 In the 
Sepik, Bougainville and the Gazelle, there were men with reported incomes of 
AU£1000 a year. Firth also made the point that the ‘rise of native middlemen, of 
native petty capitalists, of native entrepreneurs organizing the labour of others’ 
while just beginning, could be expected to result in competitive struggles ‘with 
one another [and] with the cooperative organizations which aim at applying a 
different principle to economic affairs’.58

Davidson recognised the Australian Government’s difficulty in administering 
PNG, as ‘an example of old-style colonial rule—one of the last in the world … 
in an age of non-European nationalism’.59 He also recommended defining and 
clarifying the authority of the Minister, the Department and Administrator, 
while stressing the need to reorganise and strengthen the central administration 
in the colony. The latter was necessary because of the slowness and difficulty of 
communications between officials spread over the colony.

The Report, described subsequently by Hasluck as, ‘a basic document in any 
study of the postwar economic policy in Papua and New Guinea’,60 repeated 
much of the direction taken in the Notes. The later document also stressed the 
importance of fulfilling trusteeship obligations and ruled out any substantial 
expansion of large holdings or ‘economic soldier settlement’. Under the 
‘paramountcy’ of native interests, the academics instead urged a ‘revolution’ for 
indigenous agriculture so that households went beyond ‘merely feed[ing] and 

54 NAA: M336/1 2 Notes on New Guinea October–November 1951 
55 NAA: M1775/1 6 SPATE-BELSHAW-SWAN—Report on economic structure of Papua and New Guinea; 
see Hasluck A Time for Building pp. 140–141, for information on the genesis and preparation of, as well as the 
reception accorded to, the Spate, Belshaw & Swan Report in the Department of Territories.
56 NAA: M336/1 2 Notes ‘Resources and Economic Potentialities’ p. 9 
57 NAA: M336/1 2 Notes ‘Some Observations: Native Social and Economic Change’ p. 15
58 NAA: M336/1 2 Notes p. 17
59 NAA: M336/1 2 Notes p. 2
60 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 141
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hous[ing]’ themselves.61 Such a change required ‘intensification, diversification, 
and eventually more regional specialization’.62 Swan, who produced the first 
detailed accounts for the colony, re-emphasised the need for continuing flows of 
funds from the Australian Government. Net private capital formation was very 
small, perhaps even negative, when plantations and mines were depreciating 
assets with little new planting or investment in up-to-date equipment.63

The academics also included a section on ‘Possible Social Dangers’, which 
stressed the need for anticipatory action to secure development, even if the 
dangers had not yet appeared in PNG. As they warned:

Native economic development must be undertaken always with the 
prospect in view that specific social evils may emerge and may require 
counter-action …The emergence of an unproductive rentier group, of 
oriental-style landlordism, of a habit of credit or usury, of community 
leaders becoming local bosses, of sweated labour, and of unprotected 
machinery can be foreseen and avoided. It is important not to be too 
hasty in introducing western property concepts before local society is 
ready with the necessary controls. Payment of cash rents, primogeniture 
in inheritance, and the ability to alienate land individually, would, for 
instance, lead to social chaos if introduced overnight.64

Spate, Belshaw and Swan favoured ‘action’, and avoiding the ‘inhibitory effect’ 
of ‘this planning-fixation’, an expression for which they provided no specific 
reference or instance.65 However in December 1952 Hasluck had fulminated 
against what he saw as a tendency of the colonial administration to produce 
proposals but little action. Hasluck noted on a proposal to expand indigenous 
rice production in the Madang and Sepik districts:

This is lamentable. We keep on drawing up proposals and approving 
them in principle. I want to approve some action. I want people to start 
growing rice. Subject to the availability of funds in the current financial 
year, action should start not later than January 5, 1953.

So this specific advice from the ANU academics, as well as other recommendations, 
would have been music to the Minister’s ears.66

The Minister was also capable of ignoring advice which did not fit with his view 
of development policy. A specific direction favoured by the ANU academics 

61 NAA: M1775/1 6 SPATE-BELSHAW-SWAN par. 7.6
62 NAA: M1775/1 6 SPATE-BELSHAW-SWAN par. 11.3 
63 NAA: M1775/1 6 SPATE-BELSHAW-SWAN pars 36.4, 37.4 
64 NAA: M1775/1 6 SPATE-BELSHAW-SWAN par. 25.1
65 NAA: M1775/1 6 SPATE-BELSHAW-SWAN par. 2.5
66 NAA: M1776/1 vol. 2 Minister for Territories Instructions to Department 1/7/52 to 31/12/52 19/12/52 
Minister to Secretary
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went against the attention already being paid to more marginal areas of the 
country, and was rejected. Using the supposed template of Dutch colonialism in 
‘the Indies’ especially Java, their Report advocated ‘the full development of two 
or three favourable regions; the introduction and fostering to the full of two or 
three crops’. In short, there should be ‘concentration on attainable objectives and 
firm priorities’.67 Nevertheless, the overall contribution of the ANU academics, 
particularly Spate, toward the formulation of uniform development as colonial 
policy was considerable and is reflected in each of the principal pillars of the 
evolving policy.

The book now provides an outline of uniform development and shows how 
the main components arose. It also stresses their inter-connectedness. A scheme 
of smallholder agriculture including projects to expand rice, cocoa and coffee 
production for markets, as discussed in greater detail in the Chapter Four could, 
for example, also satisfy a principal priority of agrarian development. Growing 
marketed crops could also stimulate the production of immediately consumed 
food to such an extent that surplus beyond household needs soon appeared in 
local markets.

Uniform Development’s Pillars

Homogeneity Through Law and Order, Justice and Education

It will be recalled from the previous chapter that after World War II colonial 
rule continued to be challenged by ‘cargo cults’. Because cults often appeared 
in economically marginal areas, they pushed the colonial administration to 
pay greater attention to the evenness of development efforts. As well, it has 
been previously pointed out that there were areas of the colony, particularly in 
the Central Highlands, where colonial authority did not yet encompass all of 
the people. Extending colonial rule to these areas also spread Administration 
resources more widely among populations which were not as commercially or 
politically advanced as other indigenes.68

During Spender’s term as Minister, the goal was established that by 1955 
colonial authority, specifically law and order, would be extended to all areas 
of the colony. Hasluck retained the objective, which referred primarily to the 
headwaters of the Sepik River and populous parts of the Central Highlands. The 
establishment of law and order could be seen as the precondition for promoting 
welfare measures,69 an objective shared by Spender and Hasluck. However, at 
least as importantly, the Minister also saw the absence of colonial authority as an 

67 NAA: M1775/1 6 SPATE-BELSHAW-SWAN par. 2.5
68 See also Hawksley Administrative Colonialism chs 7–10
69 Downs The Australian Trusteeship pp. 98–99; Hasluck A Time for Building pp. 77–79 
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indication of the unevenness of development which had to be overcome. Despite 
opposition within the Administration to the policy of extending authority to all 
areas in a few years, opposition which eventually proved wise when the task 
was uncompleted at the end of the decade, the Minister’s decision prevailed.70 
During the 1950s, when uniform development was most powerful as state policy 
the greatest reduction in the frontier ‘restricted area’ did occur. Between 1961 
and 1966, there was a further substantial diminution in this area.

In an early rebuttal of the proposition that Australian policy was aimed at 
retarding political development in the interest of maintaining an indefinite 
period of colonial administration, Hasluck regarded the diversity of the 
indigenous population as an impediment to future independence. Instead, he 
claimed that:

a sense of unity and some measure of homogeneity among this very 
diverse population was an essential foundation for any viable and 
equitable self-government.71

He also opposed what he described as a view held by some officials that ‘the 
coastal peoples were the most enterprising and intelligent part of the population 
and were the “born rulers” of the land’. A similar intent, to secure a greater 
measure of homogeneity, lay in the design of the judicial system which was 
intended to combine justice and administration.72 Courts for Native Matters in 
Papua and Courts for Native Affairs in New Guinea tried to apply local customs 
and join these with overarching rules, jurisdiction and procedures established 
centrally. While only applying to Papua New Guineans, and thus ‘racially 
discriminatory’, these courts ‘provided an expedient way of taking the law to 
the people and enforcing the authority of the Administration over a wide range 
of affairs’.73 As the drive to self-government gathered pace in the late 1950s, 
the necessity of replacing such a manifestly deficient judicial system became a 
major priority, but for the moment it served the objective.

The pursuit of homogeneity was also apparent in education, health and 
agricultural extension policies and programs. During the 1950s the unsatisfactory 
condition of indigenous education and the very limited number of public 
schools drew official attention. Furthering indigenous education had political 
as well as economic purposes. Emphasising the skills suitable for agricultural 
production and otherwise improving the indigenous capacity to labour was 
central to the expansion of primary education across the colony. Expanding 

70 Hasluck A Time for Building pp. 78–79; Downs The Australian Trusteeship pp. 268–269
71 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 78; Downs The Australian Trusteeship pp. 126–128
72 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 78
73 Downs The Australian Trusteeship p. 148
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primary education was also designed to meet the political purpose of ensuring 
that different people from a wide range of areas would have near-identical 
opportunities in a self-governing country.74

As Hasluck stated in the same Departmental Instruction, when establishing the 
Department of Native Affairs:

I have made it an aim of our policy that the people in the outlying areas, 
such as the Sepik and the Fly River delta, have to be brought up to a 
level of education comparable with that of the natives of Port Moresby 
or New Britain so that they are not left behind in the eventual progress 
towards self-government and placed in a position of subservience to 
the more fortunate of their fellow countrymen. We are not labouring 
in Papua and New Guinea simply to hand over their destinies to a few 
“smart boys” and “shrewd heads” from Moresby and Rabaul. Similarly 
we have to make sure that the women are not left behind in the general 
progress.

The colony-wide emphasis on smallholder agriculture also had a homogenising 
effect, given that this priority was designed to improve living standards across 
the colony through increases in household productivity. Securing ‘village life’ 
on the basis of relatively undifferentiated family labour processes applied to 
smallholdings was intended to prevent the breakdown of community.75 This 
was not a policy for economic and political stagnation, but of development 
through administrative effort which would increase production and improve 
living standards.

Administrative Action to Coordinate and Supervise Household 
Production

If smallholders in the Highlands and Sepik districts were to produce crops 
with a similar labour content applied to ‘their land’, state coordination and 
supervision to raise productivity of households while maintaining attachment 
to land was essential. So too was sustaining household family labour processes 
which involve(d) divisions of labour along age, gender, strength, skill, and 
other lines. For the late colonial developers who coordinated and supervised 
the scheme of smallholder production, these divisions were preferable to the 
divisions of industrialised production, particularly those requiring a landless 
proletariat, wage labour and a class of capitalists owning and operating large 
holdings. Since households were already producers of crops for immediate 
consumption, administration attentions were directed at raising this output by 

74 NAA: M1776/1 vol. 8 Minister for Territories Instructions to Department 1/7/55 to 31/12/55 18/10/55 
Minister to Secretary
75 Wright State Practice; Wright ‘Contesting community’
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providing advice about cultivation practices and soil fertility, crops grown—
including the distribution of improved strains and new crops—and marketing. 
Considerable attention was given to the development of agricultural extension 
services and designing projects for particular crops.

In the earliest phase of uniform development, raising the production of food for 
local consumption, marketed and non-marketed was emphasised. Concern at 
the rapid increase in food imports, especially rice, and the implications for self-
sufficiency stimulated an ordering of priorities.76 The colonial administration 
was required to give equal importance to the production of non-marketed crops, 
including vegetables for immediate household consumption, as to the production 
of export crops. An early example of the success of this emphasis was provided 
in 1954 from the project for the expansion of indigenous production in the 
Madang and Sepik districts. In March 1954, one senior official reported to his 
superior that:

In the Amele-Gogol area, which has been the longest under the influence 
of the project, we now have concrete evidence that in spite of the 
attention to crops, such as rice and cocoa, native food production is now 
at a much higher level than before the project was started. The Acting 
District Commissioner, Madang, told me during my visit last month 
that the market for native foods in the Madang area is now completely 
glutted and that he is exploring outlets for exports to other parts of the 
Territory.77

This supervision also meant revising the Native Labour Ordinance to deal with 
the undesirable as well as desirable consequences of wage employment for 
indigenes. The Minister emphasised the need for administrative attention to 
be paid to the problem raised by casual employment increasing at faster rate 
than contract (that is, longer-term) employment. Because of the threat that 
casualisation posed to community, the Minister sought to find a means of checking 
‘the whole position of casual labour and the growing number of natives who are 
being divorced from village life’. Hasluck was not the only powerful Australian 
concerned with this trend. ‘Nugget’ Coombs, Governor of the Commonwealth 
Bank, wrote to Hasluck on the importance of village life following from his 
observation that a ‘proletariat’ was being formed in and around Port Moresby. 
Coombs recognised the difficulties of formulating administrative action, asking 
for Administration plans for dealing with the:

danger and source of deterioration in native standards as well as 
providing a medium in which difficult and anti-social influences 

76 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 130 
77 NAA: A518/1 C2/1/1 Advancement of Native Agriculture—Papua & New Guinea 1954–1956 27/3/54, WL 
Conroy, Acting Chief of the Division of Agricultural Extension to the Acting Director of DASF
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could grow. On the other hand, an increasing native population close 
to major townships and “capitalist” enterprises is necessary for their 
development.78

Hasluck consistently refused to allow ‘native labour policy’ to be subordinated 
to the needs of private employers, emphasising the importance of fixed 
term agreements for ‘regulated rotation’ between smallholdings and wage 
employment. He also wanted state provision of technical education to increase 
the skills which would make it possible for Papua New Guineans to move out of 
low-paid unskilled labour positions.79

Coordinating and supervising smallholder production also required further 
development of native village councils, subsequently local government 
councils, which had been first established at the end of the 1940s. Their 
establishment followed a major change in British colonial policy after 1947. The 
Colonial Office abandoned what had been termed indirect rule, exerting colonial 
authority through appointed indigenes.80 The change was closely followed by 
the Administration in PNG and especially by Fienberg/Fenbury whom Huntley 
Wright appropriately describes as ‘the chief architect of the Local Government 
Council system’ in the Australian colony.81

Fenbury had been present during the formation of the new postwar British 
colonial policy, visiting East Africa and on secondment to the Colonial Office 
when the change was occurring.82 He intended to construct local councils as 
instruments of central administration control, not institutions for training 
indigenes in self-government.83 Nor were the councils intended to be 
representative vehicles or sites for democratising administration to be captured 
by the ‘rising class of more astute and realistic entrepreneurs (which) is slowly 
but surely wrestling leadership from the traditional elders’.84 As much as councils 
had indigenous members, colonial officials—including DCs and District Officers 
(DOs)—supervised their activities closely. Wright’s conclusion regarding the 
policy under which these institutions were first established is that:

78 NAA: M331/1 74 Native Labour Ordinance Papua and New Guinea 1/12/52 Minute from Minister Hasluck 
to Secretary, Department of Territories; NAA: A518/1 B822/1/6 Papua & New Guinea Finance. Establishment of 
Banking Facilities 1945–1956 1/10/53, HC Coombs Governor of Commonwealth Bank to Hasluck
79 Hasluck A Time for Building pp. 160–161
80 Hasluck seems not to have been aware of this change, retaining his own undergraduate ‘prejudice’ 
against what he termed ‘the Lugard gospel of “indirect rule” as expounded and applied in West Africa’, see 
A Time for Building p. 165
81 Wright ‘Economic or Political Development’ p. 194 
82 Fenbury Practice without Policy p. 16
83 Cf. Wright ‘Economic or Political Development’ p. 194; Robert Waddell, ‘Local Government Policy in 
Papua New Guinea from 1949 to 1973’ Australian Journal of Politics and History 1979, vol. xxv, no. 2, p. 186.
84 NAA: M331/1 35 D. Fienberg 17/4/56, DF ‘Notes on Native Policy’ to Director, Department of Native 
Affairs, copy to Minister; cf. Ghai & Regan The Law, Politics and Administration p. 7
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The primary objective of local government policy was to maintain 
indigenous attachment to land under conditions of intensified economic 
activity. [Italics in original: SM]85

As is noted below, this initial objective became less important by the late 1950s, 
when changes in smallholder agriculture and the Minister’s greater concern for 
councils to play a political role in indigenous development shifted the emphasis 
away from councils being primarily economic instruments. However the extent 
to which almost from the outset councils became a forum for tussles between 
officials and members of the rising class of indigenous businessmen was soon 
apparent.

When the local government policy had been launched in 1950, the Gazelle 
Peninsula had been chosen as the chief testing ground, where the first three 
councils had been set up. Establishment of the councils was supervised by the 
Senior Native Authorities Officer, who was based in the area. Subsequently, 
as a start was being made to setting up councils in other locations, including 
Hanuabada in urban Port Moresby, the policy to establish councils was extended 
to other parts of the Gazelle Peninsula where Tolai lived.

Almost immediately, organised opposition appeared, with its leadership 
including a wealthy Tolai, one of the ‘entrepreneurs’.86 The continued opposition 
to councils and the introduction of a head tax to pay for their operations 
eventually led in August 1958 to a violent confrontation at Navuneram, where 
two Tolai villagers were killed.87 Throughout the 1950s, as councils were set up 
in other areas, maintaining their economic role for the extension of smallholder 
activity under close official supervision rather than an arena for indigenous 
representative politics became more important, as is shown in the final section 
of this chapter.

As was the case with local councils, scrutiny and direction was provided for 
other organisations formed to extend commercialisation of household production 
and consumption. The need to check the rise of indigenous accumulators and 
limit the extent of anti-colonial activism were seen as necessary corollaries of 
higher production on smallholdings and improved welfare for the bulk of the 
population.

85 Wright ‘Economic or Political Development’ p. 200 [Italics in original: SM] 
86 NAA: M331/1 35 D. Fienberg 17/4/56 ‘Notes on Native Policy’ p. 10; cf. Downs The Australian Trusteeship 
pp. 137–147 and more recently Lowe Smallholder Agrarian Change ch. 6 ‘Social Innovation’.
87 Downs The Australian Trusteeship pp. 136–147; Lowe Smallholder Agrarian Change pp. 152–156
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From the late 1940s, cooperatives and Rural Progress Societies had also been 
part of official plans for raising household production and consumption.88 As 
Wright concludes: ‘The postwar model of cooperation adopted in PNG drew 
extensively from British practice in Africa and Asia’.89

This model was central to the doctrine of colonial trusteeship, which rejected 
spontaneous indigenous activity as an adequate basis for cooperative operations 
and stressed the importance of administration efforts. While attempts were 
made to draw parallels between a supposed ‘communal type of living common 
to all village life’, and ‘the idea of the co-operative effort’,90 the point of drawing 
the parallel was to develop another means, cooperatives, by which to increase 
household production and consumption without encouraging migratory labour, 
which would destroy communal living or community.91

Cooperatives flourished initially, and their formation helped in checking 
indigenous accumulation while spreading the availability of goods for purchase.92 
However their role in increasing indigenous production of export quality crops 
was very limited. Cooperatives also contributed little to extending the range 
of crops grown and marketed by smallholders, since most produce marketing 
was of crops, including coconuts and copra, already grown and processed by 
smallholders. Even where cooperatives in rural areas aimed to combine trading, 
providing consumer goods sought by households, with production the former 
activity invariably dominated.

As Wright notes, of the 134 rural cooperatives registered in 1953, 123 purported 
to be both producer and consumer co-ops.93 However despite an initial important 
presence, with consumer-producer societies contributing to the first postwar 
increase in the indigenous marketing of copra, the societies had difficulties 
controlling the quality of the copra purchased for processing and competition 
from private traders. Consequently cooperatives were unable to attain a major 
position in marketing smallholder copra. When international prices declined 
from 1953, cooperatives became even less important for the processing and 
export of indigenous copra.94 Most came to rely upon selling consumer goods to 
smallholders in order to survive.

88 Catherine Snowden ‘Copra Co-operatives’ in Denoon & Snowden (eds) A time to plant pp. 185–204
89 Wright State Practice p. 312
90 Wright State Practice p. 313, citing the Registrar of Co-operative Section within the Department of 
District Services and Native Affairs CJ Millar from a February 1950 document on the Native Co-operative 
Movement in PNG.
91 A point also made by Wright State Practice p. 314.
92 Wright State Practice pp. 317–322. Snowden ‘Copra Co-operatives’ p. 190 describes the blocking role in 
these terms: ‘By the 1950s it seemed that the Administration had set up bureaucratic devices to restrict local 
business initiative rather than to encourage it’.
93 Wright State Practice p. 318
94 Cf. Wright State Practice pp. 322–328; Snowden ‘Copra Co-operatives’ pp. 194–204. 
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Cooperatives were also regarded unsympathetically by key officials, including 
the Minister and Fenbury. Hasluck had a more political-ideological opposition 
to cooperatives and the support these received within the Administration and 
from missions. While the Administration continued to support their expansion, 
the Minister doubted ‘whether the co-operative movement was the whole answer 
to native participation in economic enterprises’ in the face of the emergence 
of the ‘exceptional native’ as well as ‘the native community produc(ing) its 
own tycoons, mobilising their own families or clans’.95 Fenbury, however, had 
another concern, that these organisations could not deal with what had become 
the central problem of smallholder production, how to raise productivity, or 
levels of per capita production.

The final section of the chapter takes up the late 1950s shift in uniform 
development, a change which in some respects was forced upon the colonial 
government by the successful expansion of smallholder production and 
consumption during the first period of uniform development. However first 
it is necessary to deal with the third pillar of uniform development policy, 
the emphasis on applying administrative efforts comprehensively and in an 
egalitarian manner across the colony without favouring particular districts and 
peoples.

Comprehensive Development

Uniform development meant, as Wright has indicated, ‘an implicit notion 
of gradualism’. Citing Hasluck from a 1954 statement on land settlement, 
Wright points out that ‘“gradual development”’ meant the slowing ‘“down of 
economic development until the indigenous people could share in it on a more 
equitable footing”’.96 The statement was made in the context of reforms to the 
administration of land policy which arose out of the rush by expatriates to 
obtain land in the Central Highlands, but also represented a broader policy 
position.

As the Minister re-emphasised in the mid-1950s, comprehensiveness meant 
limiting unevenness across the colony, which required:

distributing administrative activity widely over the Territory … 
avoiding a concentration of expenditures in the established centres and 
of increasing the pace of welfare work among the women.97

95 Hasluck A Time for Building pp. 152, 268
96 Wright State Practice p. 220, quote from NAA: A518/1 A1927/2 30/7/1958 P Hasluck to Department 
Secretary Lambert.
97 See also NAA: M331/1 2 Discussions with Administrator Notes on Discussions held in the Office of the 
Minister for Territories, 1st and 2nd February 1956 pp. 13–15. 
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The uniformity of opportunity to which Hasluck referred regarding education 
policy, especially regarding women’s education, had a liberal basis which also 
underpinned the intent to make uniform development comprehensive. As well 
as the advice Hasluck had received from the ANU academics about the dangers 
of producing a ‘poor white problem’, he also had been warned about the drive 
for economic and political advance by wealthy indigenes. The possibilities that 
administrative support would be provided to either or both phenomena struck 
at Hasluck’s liberal concern for the rights of ‘small property’ owners.98 In the 
PNG context, where the focus of concern was households in occupation of 
smallholdings, development policy intended that administrative effort would 
be applied across the whole colony to secure as well as extend rights to these 
particular Papua New Guineans.

Consequently, even if cocoa was first taken up by wealthy indigenes on the 
Gazelle Peninsula, agricultural extension services were directed to give 
substantial support to smallholder production of the crop in this area and also 
to the many other areas in the colony deemed suitable for growing cocoa. With 
food production for immediate and locally marketed consumption accorded 
equal importance to export crops, comprehensiveness required a similar colony-
wide attention by DASF and other departments to a wide range of crops.

While one aspect of evenness was positive, to ensure that as much as possible 
households in all areas were provided with comparable services and resources, 
the second was clearly negative. There was an equally comprehensive application 
of state effort and resources to check the advance of particular peoples in specific 
areas. Hasluck’s 1955 concern that education policy should not favour the ‘smart 
boys’ and ‘shrewd heads’ of Port Moresby and Rabaul has previously been noted. 
In the case of agriculture, areas of the country which were more advanced, 
including the Gazelle Peninsula, were not to be favoured. Instead colonial policy 
was to prioritise a process of catching up, which meant greater attention by the 
Administration to areas which were less developed commercially.

A Challenge to Uniform Development as Policy and 
Administration

While colonial policy from the 1940s until the mid-1960s, with few exceptions 
systematically prevented further substantial alienation of land for ownership by 
large plantation firms, there was less certainty regarding European settlement 
by owner-occupiers. Considerable official encouragement was given to European 
settlement in the decade after World War II.99 These farmers and would-be farmers 

98 Hasluck A Time for Building pp. 217–218
99 Wendy Timms The Post World War Two Colonial Project and Australian Planters in Papua New Guinea: 
The search for relevance in the colonial twilight PhD thesis, ANU (1996)
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were often favoured by colonial administrators, from Colonel Murray onwards 
and including Minister Hasluck. While support provided was in part a response 
to political pressures in Australia, the expatriate owner-occupiers were also 
encouraged in the belief that their presence would have a demonstration effect 
for indigenous smallholder agriculture. While after the war the most important 
focus for further land alienation became the Highlands, comprehensiveness as 
one of the defining elements of uniform development meant that the settler 
demands in one region had implications for overall colonial policy.

With the prominent exception of freehold large holdings obtained before World 
War II, and alienated land utilised for administration purposes, the bulk of land 
in PNG was held under customary title.100 This form of title, whose seeming 
vagueness was initially its principal advantage, met the general objective 
of agrarian development, namely to protect indigenous land rights through 
the exercise of colonial authority. As Hasluck noted, he commenced with an 
awareness of the importance of ‘lands policy and administration’ even though 
he ‘knew little or nothing about lands administration except in the setting of 
the early Australian colonies’. Nevertheless, he ‘endorsed without question 
the long-established policy of protecting native land rights’.101 Restraining 
expatriate settlers’ demands for land had two purposes. One, that present 
indigenous occupants would not be pushed off their land to satisfy expatriate 
ambitions. And two, that there would remain an adequate supply of land for 
future indigenous requirements, including from the migrant workers who left 
the highlands to work in coastal and islands regions and subsequently wanted 
to return home to take up coffee growing.

By the early 1950s, as land pressure increased particularly where cash cropping 
was taking hold, it became obvious that erecting barriers against removing 
land from customary tenure, providing ‘safeguards against unlimited alienation 
of native lands’ in Hasluck’s terms, required further legal and administrative 
changes. In 1952, the Native Lands Commission was established under the 
previous year’s Native Land Registration Ordinance to determine ‘land rights as 
between natives themselves … [and to protect] native lands from encroachment by 
non-natives’.102 Problems immediately arose from the complexity of indigenous 
ownership and occupation of land.103 The administration of alienation in 
circumstances where a measure of decentralised authority over land negotiations 

100 Peter Larmour Land Policy and Decolonisation in Melanesia: A Comparative Study of Land Policymaking 
and Implementation before and after Independence in Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu PhD 
thesis, Sydney: Macquarie University (1987); Peter Quinn ‘Agriculture, Land Tenure and Land Law to 1971’ in 
Denoon & Snowden (eds) A time to plant p. 171
101 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 114
102 Both quotes are from Wright State Practice p. 408, citing an internal Department of Territories memo of 
16 April 1953 from Hasluck. Cf. Quinn ‘Agriculture, Land Tenure and Land Law’ p. 174; Hasluck A Time for 
Building pp. 114–118. 
103 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 117
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and purchase already applied also caused difficulties. The terms of indigenous 
smallholding ownership and occupation remained a running sore (see below), 
but alienation for expatriate settlement required an immediate solution.

Between 1952 and 1954, a ‘land rush’ took place in the Eastern Highlands 
District, particularly between Goroka and Kainantu. Nearly 3,500 acres was 
alienated for European settlement. Comprising about three-quarters of the total 
area alienated between 1949 and 1960, the major expansion occurred at precisely 
the time indigenous production also was increasing (see Chapter Four).104 The 
early 1950s rise in the international price of coffee provided much of the impetus 
for the expatriate drive to secure land suitable for coffee growing, although land 
speculation was also a motive. With little previous agricultural experience and 
limited finances, many of the settlers had no success, failing even to plant a 
substantial proportion of the land acquired. By Diana Howlett’s calculations, five 
years after the rush ended, undeveloped land accounted for 42.5 per cent of the 
holdings.105 By the late 1950s, when international prices had fallen considerably 
from their earlier peak, centralisation and concentration of holdings had begun. 
Plantations moved from being operated by owner-occupiers into the hands of 
firms conducting operations as agricultural capital.106

This early 1950s land rush exposed the underlying conflict between spontaneous 
and intentional development, particularly, but not solely, over land policy. The 
conflict had to be resolved if the agrarian doctrine was to prevail. Resolution 
was necessary even though the movement of Europeans into the Highlands was 
not large in number, with only 26 ‘established on dispersed coffee farms in the 
[Eastern Highlands District] between 1952 and 1954’, and ‘another eighteen 
farms … later established in the Western Highlands District, mainly in the Wahgi 
Valley’.107 Nevertheless, the timing of the drive to acquire land by expatriates 
as well as the procedure by which land was being alienated from customary 
ownership forced Hasluck to re-emphasise his authority, including through 
the establishment of a new institution to oversee all future land alienation 
transactions in the colony.

Before the land rush, the procedure by which land was identified for alienation and 
subsequent sale/purchase had opened the way for considerable decentralisation 
of decision-making to the district level. Part of this decentralisation arose out of 
the Minister’s own early decision, discussed above, to devolve more authority 

104 Diana Howlett A Decade of Change in the Goroka Valley New Guinea: Land Use and Development in the 
1950s PhD thesis, ANU (1962) p. 222, Table 4; Downs The Australian Trusteeship pp. 174–186; James Sinclair 
The Money Tree: Coffee in Papua New Guinea (Bathurst: Crawford House, 1995) pp. 66–210
105 Howlett A Decade of Change p. 235 
106 Cf. Downs The Australian Trusteeship pp. 179–181; Downs The Last Mountain pp. 261–274, ch. 16 
‘Coffee and Politics’; Sinclair The Money Tree pp. 228–296.
107 Downs The Australian Trusteeship p. 179
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to district level officials, including DCs. According to Ian Downs, who was 
appointed DC of the Eastern Highlands District in October 1952 where most of 
the initial expatriate attention was concentrated:

(T)here were already enough potential European settlers in the highlands 
(some of them government officers developing land in their spare time) 
to make the façade of settlement restrictions threadbare of either moral 
virtue or administrative effect.108

The first phase of expatriate settlement in the region, beginning in the 1930s and 
1940s, had taken place through individual transactions between expatriates and 
indigenes. In May 1952, under Cleland as Acting Administrator while Murray was 
on pre-retirement leave, restrictions on applications by expatriates were lifted by the 
Executive Council. Applications for not more than 200 acres were to be submitted 
to the Council, which would send these to the district office in Goroka for advice 
and formal application. ‘Among applications later rejected by the DC at Goroka and 
not approved for further investigation were applications from Administration staff, 
real estate promoters and members of parliament in Australia’.109

Downs explained that much of the land offered for lease was in areas where 
ownership was disputed and the cause of fighting between indigenous claimants. 
He justified the sales by indicating that from 1952 until 1975, there was no case 
‘of a ground dispute between Highlands people and a settler occupying a “buffer” 
zone’.110 However much this ‘dispersed settlement preserved the social and 
ecological balance’ and made it possible for ‘a few Australians to give widespread 
assistance to thousands of people’,111 the process as well as the outcome immediately 
raised concerns in Australian academic and political circles.112

At first these expressions of concern were pushed aside in the rush for land. 
However it was not long before the Minister too became involved. Hasluck 
lauded what on ‘the one side seemed good’ but ‘(t)he real problem came over 
land and then over roads’.113 Hasluck located ‘the problem’ as the side-stepping 
of the local land settlement board, established in 1952 to coordinate the actions 
of all departments involved in land development. In this version, out of the 
inabilities at the administrative centre decision-making had been devolved to 
the Highlands. There the DC took over.114

108 Downs The Australian Trusteeship p. 178
109 Downs The Australian Trusteeship p. 178
110 Downs The Australian Trusteeship p. 179
111 Downs The Australian Trusteeship p. 179
112 KE Read ‘Land in the Central Highlands’ South Pacific October 1952, pp. 440–449, 465; for more general 
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1952, vol. 5, no. 12, pp. 250–255.
113 Hasluck A Time for Building pp. 120–121
114 Cf. Hasluck A Time for Building p. 121; Downs The Australian Trusteeship pp. 178–179
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While not impugning Downs’ personal motives,115 Hasluck was determined to 
put a stop to the localisation of decision-making on land alienation. He wanted 
to prevent DC Downs—and by implication all DCs—from being a ‘local ruler’ 
of the district. Decentralisation of responsibility would be limited. The Minister 
introduced a series of administrative reforms against ‘the weight of advice both 
from the Department and the Administration favouring an easier policy in 
respect of the acquisition of native lands in order that agricultural development 
by Europeans might be facilitated’.116 The Lands Department was strengthened 
and the formula by which lands could be assessed as surplus to indigenous 
requirements at present and in the future more tightly defined. Through a 
newly constituted Lands Board, the Director of Lands based in Port Moresby 
became responsible for receiving all applications, assessing and purchasing land 
for expatriate settlement.117

While applications previously accepted and in the process of being dealt with 
were allowed to proceed, and become part of the 1952 to 1954 increase of 
European farming in the Highlands noted above, there was no subsequent rapid 
expansion of large holdings. Despite vociferous criticism, especially within 
PNG, the Minister stood his ground, and rejected proposals to devolve land 
matters back to DCs.118

If checking the ambitions of particular Europeans was a relatively easy matter, 
the production and consumption increases of the first postwar decade raised 
more general and thus more intractable problems for uniform development. As 
well as trying to devise means to further increase smallholder output, especially 
by stopping fragmentation of holdings as populations increased, the colonial 
administration was under pressure from another anticipated direction. In 
particular, institutional arrangements intended to restrain local, particularly 
indigenous, capitalists were under challenge in those areas where cash cropping 
was most advanced. Uniform or even development was economically and 
politically threatened. Although the problem of maintaining the rate of growth 
while checking the advance of local, especially indigenous capitalists first 
appeared in the early 1950s, after the middle of the decade it became greater.

115 Cf. Hasluck A Time for Building p. 121
116 Hasluck A Time for Building p. 123
117 Howlett A Decade of Change pp. 223–224
118 Cf. NAA: M331/1 58 Lands Policy (Papua and New Guinea); Anon. ‘Land Systems Come Under Fire in 
NG: E. Highlands. Plain Talk to Official’ Pacific Islands Monthly January 1955, pp. 19, 138.
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Picking Up the Pace

Not ‘Going Fast Enough’

In January 1958, Territories Minister Hasluck publicly assessed the colonial 
administration’s performance during the seven years of his appointment. 
Summarising the discussion which had followed presentation of his paper to 
the Australian Institute of Political Science summer school, Hasluck suggested 
that comments had been based around an implicit question: ‘Are we going fast 
enough?” He concluded:

Broadly speaking, we are not and there are many things that ought to 
be done which we are not doing. … the limitation has not been on the 
intention to do more but has been based on the capacity to do more.119

While dissatisfaction with what was occurring was a constant feature of 
Hasluck’s ministerial persona, from the mid to late 1950s the Minister’s sense 
of urgency became more pronounced. Although there had already been major 
extensions of plantings, including of coffee, cocoa and copra bushes and trees, 
with some harvesting and processing increases already apparent (see Chapter 
Four), international and domestic pressures for further growth were building 
up. Despite the absence of colony-wide information on the extent of production 
increases for immediately consumed and locally marketed crops (see Data 
Appendix), however, as noted in Chapter Five, both academic opinion and 
the World Bank survey mission of the early 1960s agree that the increase since 
the end of the war was already substantial. Even with the rapid growth, the 
longstanding commitment to securing economic advance as a precondition for 
self-government was under growing pressure internationally. This advance, in 
the form of financial and other indicators of self-sufficiency, required even more 
attention to increasing agricultural production while retaining smallholder 
primacy. The extent to which into the early 1960s development policy for 
the colony continued to include the objective of ‘primary production self-
sufficiency’ can be gauged from the materials provided to senior officers of the 
Administration in training courses.120

There were also indications that the previous emphasis upon ‘village’ agriculture 
would not form an adequate basis for further growth. While households retained 
security of land tenure under customary title, and the colonial administration 
remained ever alert to further attempts to accumulate land as large holdings, 

119 Hasluck ‘Present Tasks and Policies’ in Wilkes (ed.) New Guinea and Australia p. 136
120 See The Australian School of Pacific Administration Indigenous Economic Development and Its 
Relationship to Social and Political Change no. 7, Course for Senior Officers of the Territory of Papua and New 
Guinea Mosman, Sydney 1st–26th April 1963, pt 15, ch. 6 paras 62–63
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preventing fragmentation of smallholdings into ever smaller parcels was 
near impossible. Colonial officials, including the Minister, became more 
and more aware of the complexity of indigenous ownership, occupation and 
farming patterns. Wright locates 1956 as the seminal year when the object of 
development shifted from expanding household production of marketed crops 
utilising ‘traditional patterns of land and labour usage’. Subsequently, without 
rejecting ‘the assumption that labour effort remained fixed in land’, attention 
turned to formulating means of lifting the ‘low returns to labour’ and to altering 
‘a system of land tenure perceived as incapable of ensuring the retention by 
households of minimum economic areas’.121

As is shown in more detail in Chapter Four, the highly successful expansion 
of indigenous cocoa growing in the Gazelle Peninsula and smallholder 
coffee production in the Highlands provided a template for broader colonial 
development policy. Although some substantial indigenous growers appeared 
early as planters of these crops, determined administrative action, as well as 
the increasing attraction of cash incomes to purchase consumption goods, also 
spurred major smallholder plantings. In the Highlands, out-migration to coastal 
and islands areas for wage employment became less attractive as households 
gained cash income from coffee. On plantations in the Eastern Highlands many 
wage workers came from adjoining areas where less smallholder coffee was 
grown.122

During the mid-1950s, officials recognised these changes and intensified 
their pursuit of uniform development. Emphasising the ‘need for a spread of 
development effort’, the Minister told Cleland during discussions in February 
1956, that while:

some local groups would outstrip all other groups in development; whilst 
there should be no conscious effort to hold back the rate of development 
in rapidly advancing areas the major effort should be concentrated on 
accelerating progress in other areas; and there always had to be kept 
in mind the responsibility which we had, to try to ensure uniform 
development.123

Two months later Fenbury reported that: ‘A slow ferment is discernible in native 
society in most of the areas visited’. The ferment included the drive by the 
‘average villager’ to find ‘accelerated ways of bridging the obvious gap between 
his living standards and those of non-natives’. There was also a changing of 
the guard in indigenous leadership, with the ‘native entrepreneurs’ taking over 

121 All quotations in this paragraph are from Wright State Practice p. 334. 
122 Howlett A Decade of Change pp. 231–234
123 NAA: M331/1 2 Discussions with Administrator pp. 13–14
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from ‘the traditional elders and achieving a grip on the native economy’.124 
While applauding the ‘existence of [a] reasonably effective administrative 
machinery with an economic bias [that] has largely resulted in the entrepreneurs 
confining their activities to the immediate field of production’ among Tolais on 
the Gazelle Peninsula, Fenbury warned against entrepreneurs engaging in other 
activities. He illustrated the danger by reference to a particular Tolai leader 
who strengthened his position ‘by political activity which is essentially anti-
Administration in character and against both the long-term economic and social 
interests of the people he dominates’.125

Fenbury sought a solution to the problem of how to retain the primarily economic 
role of local authorities in intensifying supervision of household production, 
while shifting the focus of local government from a village to an area basis. 
For the architect of the local government policy, the principal objective was to 
stress the important role of the ‘native local government system’ in ‘fulfilling 
[the] need for an integrating and implementing mechanism at native area level’. 
In order to put ‘policy into effect’, to raise living standards through increased 
smallholder production, Fenbury asserted that there was a need for ‘some form 
of permanent area organisation’. This need was to be filled by local councils as 
the future embodiments of the ‘hard headed practical administration’ which 
had resulted over the previous three years ‘in systematic progress’.126 Villages, as 
the previous focus of administrative attention, were too small and an inadequate 
basis for moving the indigenous population beyond the mythical ideal of 
‘the sturdy peasant farmer’, unrealised ‘anywhere in the world’ according to 
Fenbury.127

Against Fenbury’s preferred position, the Minister now emphasised the political 
representative role of councils as a training ground for indigenous politics. That 
Hasluck held such a view, despite the increasing evidence that these and other 
local organisations including cooperatives were often an important base for the 
indigenous bourgeoisie, is further testament to the contradictions inherent in 
development, spontaneous and intentional, as a process.128 The numbers of local 
government councils in the colony continued to increase during the 1950s and 
into the early 1960s. From four councils covering an approximate population of 
15,400 people in 1951, by 1963 there were 50 councils, with 1,518 councillors 
covering over half a million people. Other figures Downs cites from a debate 
in the Australian parliament in May 1963, suggest an even greater increase to 

124 NAA: M331/1 35 D. Fienberg 17/4/56 Fienberg to Director, Department of Native Affairs, copy to 
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78 councils with closer to 700,000 people. As more and more emphasis was 
placed on political development, the councils became an important forum for 
ambitious Papua New Guineans as well as a means of tying local populations of 
rural smallholders to electoral politics (see Chapter Five).129 The tension between 
these organisations’ economic and political roles increased further, especially in 
areas where indigenous accumulation was most pronounced.

The seminal year when the colonial administration made a decisive shift 
‘towards a policy of individual household production, as opposed to the 
development of communal ventures’ may have been 1956.130 However since the 
early 1950s the outcomes which provoked the shift had been intrinsic to the 
establishment of smallholder export crop production, particularly cocoa on the 
Gazelle Peninsula. By 1952, indigenous growers had planted more than half a 
million cocoa trees in that area.131 While the case of cocoa is considered in more 
detail in Chapter Four, here it is sufficient to note that from the early 1950s there 
had been official efforts to shape the rapid expansion of cocoa planting and 
processing on an individual household basis. These efforts included legislation 
specifying a minimum number of 500 trees to be planted in one continuous grove 
as an attempt to prevent further fragmentation of indigenous landholdings and 
to make state supervision of plantings through agricultural extension services 
easier.

If low productivity smallholders on increasingly fragmented, smaller plots of 
land was undesirable, intentional development required even more substantial 
state coordination and supervision to raise productivity of households across 
the colony. In order to extend the developmental role of the colonial state, 
a further increase in state expenditure was required. The low proportion of 
revenues raised in the colony which limited expenditure from this source was 
an impediment to pressing the Australian Government for further funding.

Funding and the Increased Administrative Effort

Pressure to increase local revenues had begun in 1955, as the result of Hasluck’s 
continuing but unsuccessful efforts to obtain substantial forward commitments 
for development funds from the Menzies Government and Commonwealth 
Treasury. He was directed by Cabinet to increase the revenues raised in the 
colony, including by taxing expatriates resident there. The target set for the 
colonial administration was that ‘local revenues would be about 30 per cent 

129 Downs The Australian Trusteeship p. 136 
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of the total annual expenditures in the Territory’.132 In 1956 Treasury and the 
Department of Territories collaborated in preparing income tax legislation for 
PNG. Delays occurred in drawing up the legislation, which also provided time 
for the opposition to the measure to become organised. Only in July 1959, after 
attempts by the Administration to raise revenues by other means, was the 
income tax legislation passed by the Legislative Council in PNG.133 Between 1959 
and 1963, when Hasluck ceased to be Minister for Territories, Administration 
expenditure increased from over AU$11 million to nearly AU$17.5 million.134 
Locally raised revenues as a proportion of total revenues had begun to increase. 
As Chapter Five shows, however, it was also in 1959 that Hasluck and the 
Department began to consider the possibility of obtaining World Bank advice 
on how to lift the rate of growth even further.

Despite the limits placed on alienation of land for large holdings, as discussed 
above, the extent of land shortages as a barrier to the continuous extension 
of smallholder agriculture rapidly became apparent. In 1956, Minister Hasluck 
instructed the Department, and through it the Administration to give ‘urgent 
attention to future land policy’.135 Efforts soon turned to acquiring unused or 
under-utilised freehold land on large holdings which had been established prior 
to World War II on alienated land. The possibility of compulsory acquisition 
was considered but not pursued until the 1970s.136

In order to increase the supply of land necessitated by the drive towards 
individualisation of indigenous smallholder agriculture which the colonial 
administration favoured, a series of settlement schemes continued to be 
implemented. These aimed to reduce the growing landlessness which followed 
from the expansion of smallholder agriculture in some areas. In 1952 the 
Administration had given the Rabaul Local Government Council (LGC) a 99 year 
lease for 1000 acres of land at Keravat, to provide a partial solution to increasing 
landlessness among Tolai. The settlement schemes were subsequently extended 
in 1956 to 800 acres purchased for the Amenob LGC in the Madang area, and 
to 390 acres obtained by the Vunamami LGC, on the Gazelle Peninsula, for land 
in the Warangoi Valley. The schemes were a deliberate attempt to combine 
household production of immediately consumed food crops with marketed 
produce, and were largely predicated on the premise that little or no wage 
labour would be employed on a continuing basis. From the late 1950s, some 
individuals were provided with loans.137 These schemes were continued into the 
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1960s in other areas. By 1967, there were ‘forty-nine land resettlement schemes 
in existence in different parts of the country. These schemes include(d) 1,768 
blocks of varying sizes with 1,256 blocks allocated to settlers by the end of 
1965’.138 As was obvious from the relatively small acreages provided and the 
few individuals who obtained land, resettlement had a minimal impact on the 
increasing landlessness.

The attempts to reform land tenure also had minimal effect, coming up against 
continuous indigenous resistance as well as the ineffectiveness of administration 
efforts. Quinn noted that in the ‘10 years of operation [of the 1951 Native Lands 
Registration Ordinance] no systematic registration of ownership was undertaken 
and of 472 applications for individual registration 176 only were determined 
and none registered’.139 A more damning conclusion was reached by Robin Hide, 
who stated that with constant disputes about land ownership and occupation 
‘the Native Land Registration Ordinance might as well not have existed as far as 
the Chimbu region was concerned, until after 1957’.140 Even after this year, little 
changed, except for the occasional presence of a Native Lands Commissioner, 
based in Goroka, to whom major land disputes were referred but who rarely 
settled them.141

In any case, as was recognised by officials in Canberra and the colony, not only did 
formalisation of ownership have the potential to undercut community, it did not 
necessarily lead to increased productivity. Individual titles could just as easily 
lead to further fragmentation and declining productivity as to consolidation of 
holdings and higher output per unit of labour. Impoverishment and landlessness, 
along with destruction of ‘village life’ could arise out of individualisation of 
land tenure, even in the unlikely event that popular support could be gained 
for such a major reform. Unsurprisingly in the face of such potential difficulties, 
the sense of floundering during the mid to late-1950s among officials, including 
Minister Hasluck, over the appropriate direction to be taken in land reform was 
palpable.142 In any case, as Wright notes, as long as the Native Lands Commission 
followed the earlier instruction to register landholdings in the name of clans 
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and not individuals, there was a conflict between the process of registering 
indigenous ownership and the post-1956 shift in official practice to encouraging 
individualisation of land tenure.143

The shift to individualisation as the basis for lifting household production, 
and the increasingly political rather than economic role for LGCs, resulted in 
a heightened need for another section of the colonial administration to take up 
the coordinating and supervisory role of smallholder agriculture. Accelerating 
uniform development required a colony-wide mechanism: the agricultural 
extension services gained further importance under the turn to intensification 
after 1956.

In 1927 a Division of Agricultural Education had been formed within the 
Department of Agriculture. Soon after a Native Agricultural School began 
operations at Keravat, with a focus on teaching indigenes about ‘the cultural 
practices of economic crops’.144 In 1932 patrols by officials commenced with 
the aim of ‘improv[ing] the maintenance of copra groves and to introduce new 
food crops, thus improving the native diet and preventing famine’.145 Religious 
missions too ‘played a direct agricultural extension role in encouraging local 
people to engage in cash cropping and by providing market services’.146

After the war, when the DASF was formed, Agricultural Extension became one 
of five divisions, with an establishment of 54 agricultural officers. With postwar 
reconstruction the foremost task, the Division focused on trying to raise food 
production by smallholders. As previously noted, activities to support this 
direction included importing improved pig and poultry strains to raise protein 
levels.147 Extension officers, prodded by Department Head W Cottrell-Dormer, 
became involved in rice growing projects in the Mekeo, Madang and Sepik. This 
involvement was an attempt to build upon the initial enthusiasm of prominent 
indigenes for the crop and operated through Rural Progress Societies (see 
Chapters Two and Four).

During the early 1950s, agricultural extension officers were instrumental in 
the expansion of immediately consumed food production as well as marketed 
crops by smallholders. Most attention has focused upon the responsibilities of 
specific officers for the very rapid increases of cocoa and coffee production on 
the Gazelle Peninsula and in the Central Highlands.148 However activities to 
extend export crops to other areas, and promote greater levels of food cropping 
were no less indicative of the comprehensive ambitions underlying intentional 

143 Wright State Practice p. 408
144 Dick & McKillop A Brief History p. 14, see also pp. 17–18.
145 Dick & McKillop A Brief History p. 14
146 Dick & McKillop A Brief History p. 16
147 Dick & McKillop A Brief History pp. 20–22; Robin Hide Pig Husbandry in New Guinea pp. 8–9 
148 Dick & McKillop A Brief History pp. 22–26, see also ch. 6.
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development. Contrary to the claim that during this period agricultural 
policy focused upon ‘plantation crops’, and a few more advanced areas,149 the 
promotion of village agriculture across the colony lay at the centre of ministerial 
and eventually departmental concerns. Although not opposed to export crop 
production, Hasluck’s ‘obstinacy’ [his term: SM] was directed at giving primacy 
to locally consumed food production.150

Attention has been drawn previously to how in the early 1950s extension 
activities in Madang operated to successfully integrate export crop production 
with food growing for immediate consumption and local markets (see above). 
Here it is only necessary to point out that these efforts did not stop at the main 
population centres, or where agricultural conditions were especially favourable. 
The comprehensiveness required under uniform development meant a colony-
wide focus. In July 1954, for instance, the Administration issued a press release 
noting the work being done on a coffee planting project near Lae, on the 
mainland, as well as on the Mortlock and Tasman Islands, 250 to 500 kilometres 
east of the main Bougainville Island. Having a total population of just 437 
people, the atolls with a maximum height of 14 feet above sea level had little 
soil for growing crops. Shipping contact was rare prior to 1952 but within a year 
there were visits by three Administration patrols. Subsequently, under strict 
health requirements for ship crews, ‘a trading vessel is now making periodic 
calls to buy copra and trochus shell’.151

A central feature of extension activities was distribution of improved seed and 
planting material, either from stations or when officers went on patrol. In 1952–
53, to take just one example, smallholders were provided with cocoa and coffee 
seedlings, sweet potatoes, cowpeas, a range of vegetable seeds, rice, maize and 
sorghum seed, tree seeds and cinchona seedlings.152 Expanding the planting of 
coconuts as a food crop and for copra production was a constant preoccupation 
of extension officers. The importance of what were termed native subsistence 
foods was also central to these activities, ‘both to improve the quality and 
yield of existing food crops and to encourage the natives to grow new crops 
which will be of value to their diet’.153 Peanuts, initially distributed for locally 
consumed food, increasingly filled this role as well as becoming a minor export 
crop. Administration support for local production and export of peanuts went 

149 Dick & McKillop A Brief History p. 22–26
150 Hasluck A Time for Building pp. 133–136
151 NAA: A518/1 C2/1/1 Advancement of Native Agriculture 12/7/54 Administration Press Release 
‘Diversity in Native Economic Development’. See also AD Boag and RE Curtis ‘Agriculture and Population in 
the Mortlock Islands’ Papua and New Guinea Agricultural Journal 1959, vol. 12, no. 1, pp. 20–27.
152 NAA: A518/1 C2/1/1 Advancement of Native Agriculture REP Dwyer, Director, DASF ‘Agricultural 
Extension and Native Production’ A Report to the Administrator of Papua and New Guinea in August 1953 
on the activities of the Division of Agricultural Extension in regard to Native Agricultural Production, p. 3.
153 NAA: A518/1 C2/1/1 Advancement of Native Agriculture Dwyer ‘Agricultural Extension and Native 
Production’ p. 5
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against the opposition from Australian growers.154 Unsuccessful efforts were 
made too to find markets in Australia for the expanding local production of 
betel nuts, used in powder form as a cleansing drug for intestinal worms in 
animals, in dyeing and tanning of hides and in the preparation of dentrifices 
(false teeth).155

In late 1953, extension service officers were located at 15 stations.156 Patrolling 
to extend the reach of extension services beyond district and sub-district 
agricultural stations was a continuous feature of the division’s work. Estimates 
of the amount of time spent patrolling varied from 90 per cent, for the officer-in-
charge of the native cocoa project on the Gazelle and at Dagua, where there was 
no fixed station, down to 20 per cent where officers had to combine patrolling 
with running a one-man agricultural station.157

Such was the importance attached to extension work among indigenous 
households, that by 1954, a staffing level of 114 European officers had been 
approved for the Division, more than double the figure eight years earlier. 
However the international shortage of skilled agriculturalists was so great that 
filling these positions was estimated as likely to take a further six years. As 
the head of the Division noted in a memo to the Administrator: ‘No matter 
how successful our recruiting programme is, it will be at least five years before 
agricultural services can be provided to natives in many areas of the Territory’.158 
Yet again, development goals for the colony came up against international 
conditions which were the principal determinant of the market for another 
commodity, skilled labour power.

As one means of trying to overcome the shortages, Minister Hasluck insisted on 
closer cooperation between staff from the Division of Agricultural Extension 
Services and the Department of District Services and Native Affairs. At the same 
time, Hasluck increased the work-load for DASF officials by insisting upon a six 
monthly report on progress in indigenous extension work and its relationship 
to annual district indigenous agricultural development plans. In March 1955, 

154 NAA: A518/1 C2/1/1 Advancement of Native Agriculture Dwyer ‘Agricultural Extension and Native 
Production’ p. 4; NAA: A518/1 H927/4 Economic Development of the Territories—Commodities—Peanuts 
1950–1958; NAA: A452/1 1957/3952 Peanut Industry in Australia—Territories—Marketing in Australia 1951–
1960; NAA: A452/1 1959/647 Visit of Queensland Peanut Marketing Board 1959–1959; cf. Hasluck A Time for 
Building pp. 294–295
155 NAA: A518/1 GZ812/1/7 Betel Nuts—Market for 1954–1956
156 NAA: A518/1 C2/1/1 Advancement of Native Agriculture Dwyer ‘Agricultural Extension and Native 
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the first six monthly report on extension activities was provided, covering the 
period July to December 1954. Subsequently the Minister was an avid reader of 
and commentator upon these reports.

Intensified extension efforts had to conform to what was acceptable internationally. 
The Minister and Department ensured that local policy recommendations did 
not stray from what would be approved under UN Trusteeship terms. Thus a 
proposal generated at the District Commissioners’ Conference held at Lae in 
September–October 1953, and supported in principle by the Administrator, 
was quashed. Local extension officers and other officials wanted to reintroduce 
the pre-war policy of compulsory planting of crops by indigenes, but this could 
not be permitted.

As LGCs became less and less useful for area administration of smallholder 
agriculture, extension activities became more important. By mid-1959 there 
were 66 qualified expatriate extension officers and around 120 Papua New 
Guinean assistants.159 In late 1959, the Minister announced a three year plan for 
a further substantial increase in agricultural extension personnel, to strengthen 
the Extension Division within the DASF. As well as the establishment of an 
additional 22 agricultural extension centres, an extra 74 European officers and 
120 indigenous agricultural assistants were to be recruited. With the extra 
personnel and facilities, a further 1,000 indigenous farmers were to be trained 
annually in improved agricultural methods. The Minister anticipated a major 
increase in indigenous production of both food for immediate consumption and 
local sale, and export crops.160 In 1962, there were 45 extension centres operating 
and since the 1959 announcement of Hasluck’s three year plan, around 3,000 
Papua New Guineans had received agricultural training at the centres.161 By 
1962, the Department of Territories was requiring preparation of a five year plan 
for further expansion of extension activities, and Hasluck was still urging the 
Department to keep a close watch on the Administration to see that extension 
work was a priority (cf. Map 5-2). In October 1962, the department released a 
Ministerial Press Statement announcing the approval of the five year plan:

which would mean that the emphasis now being given to agricultural 
extension work among the indigenous people of Papua and New Guinea 
will be greatly intensified.162

159 Downs The Australian Trusteeship p. 132
160 Anon. ‘Minister Announces Major Increase in Extension’ The Papua and New Guinea Agricultural 
Journal September/December 1959, vol. 12, nos 2–3, p. 48. See also NAA: A452/1 1957/356 Agricultural 
Extension Policy—Objectives and Administration Action—P and NG, 1956–1960.
161 Downs The Australian Trusteeship p. 132. See also NAA: A452/1 1962/8276 Agricultural Extension Work 
in Papua & New Guinea, 1961–1967.
162 NAA: A452/1 1962/8276 Agricultural Extension Work 
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Conclusion

During the 1950s, the military significance of PNG for Australia’s security 
waned, even though Australia’s role in PNG’s security remained part of the 
official conception of trusteeship for the colony.163 Instead colonial development 
was given greater priority and a more precise definition. Through the policy 
of uniform development increases in production occurred. Despite substantial 
challenges to what was intended to happen, by the end of the decade the 
bulk of the population remained attached to smallholdings and probably had 
considerably higher living standards. The best indicators of improvements 
in welfare currently available are likely to be those which suggest declining 
mortality rates from 1949 onwards for adults and children in different areas, 
as colonial authority was extended to more and more of the indigenous 
population.164

The continuing tussles to raise revenues and improve the effectiveness of 
the colonial administration suggested that further increases in smallholder 
production would be difficult to achieve. International and domestic pressure 
for political and administrative reforms would only create more space in which 
the representatives of indigenous capital and its allies could challenge colonial 
policy. While recruiting more Papua New Guineans into state employment, 
especially managerial positions, and changing the Legislative Council’s 
membership to include a significant number of elected indigenes would satisfy 
critics of Australian rule at the UN, the changes could also reduce the power of 
the Minister and his officials which had been crucial for uniform development.

However the 1950s and the early 1960s were marked by the efforts of the 
colonial Administration to improve indigenous living standards and raise 
the output of many crops for immediate consumption as well as for markets, 
local and overseas. The next chapter describes in some detail two particular 
success stories—coffee and cocoa—and one instance, rice production, where 
the outcome was not commensurate with the attention given and resources 
employed. Yet the case of rice, so widely perceived as demonstrating the failure 
of development intent, illustrates neatly an important point about colonial 
development policy and practice. Development is a unity of two processes, one 
spontaneous and the other intentional, both of which are always subject to the 
external authority of capital. Even if dry land rice production in PNG did not 

163 Hasluck ‘Present Tasks and Policies’ in Wilkes (ed.) New Guinea and Australia pp. 78–79
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attain sufficient levels to meet the desired objective of colonial self-sufficiency, 
the importation of rice produced in increasing quantities under irrigated, wet 
land, conditions in Australia made an important contribution to the broader 
goal of official policy, to improve living standards for rural and urban people.




